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Introduction 
Current-generation automatic speech recognition systems represent words as sequences of phonemes. This 

“phonemic beads on a string” approach provides satisfactory performance for scripted material and well-

defined-vocabulary tasks, but performs poorly when applied to more casual (and realistic) styles of speaking. 

For large-vocabulary unscripted tasks, sophisticated phoneme-based pronunciation models are capable of 

improving recognition performance to only a modest degree. Why should this be so? 

A singular problem with phoneme-based models is their inability to capture much of the pronunciation variation 

associated with informal speaking styles. Pronunciation models generally assume that each phonemic entity is 

acoustically realized in comparable fashion across the syllable, conditioned solely on the surrounding 

phonological context. However, the phonological diversity of syllable structure makes it difficult for polyphone 

models to completely capture contextual effects conditioned at this level of linguistic organization if 

pronunciation is largely structured at the syllabic level (as appears to be the case; cf. Greenberg, 1999). 

The Data 
A five-hour subset of the Switchboard corpus (brief telephone dialogues by native speakers of American 

English) was phonetically and prosodically annotated. The phonetic component was manually labeled and hand-

segmented at the syllabic level. One hour was hand-segmented at the phonetic-segment level. This manually 

annotated material was used as training material with which to automatically segment the remaining four hours 

of data. A forty-five minute subset of the corpus was hand-labeled with respect to stress accent, and the 

remaining four hours automatically labeled using a method described in Greenberg et al. (2001). Three levels of 

accent were distinguished – (1) fully accented (“heavy”), (2) completely unaccented (“no accent”) and (3) an 

intermediate level of accent (“light”). 

The Relation of Stress Accent and Syllable Structure to Pronunciation Variation 
A detailed statistical analysis of the 45-minute manually labeled subset of the corpus was performed. Clear 

patterns of variation are discernible when the data are partitioned by stress-accent level in tandem with position 

of the segment within the syllable. The specific nature of the variation varies according to whether the segments 

are associated with the onset, nucleus or coda. 

Syllable Nuclei 
Syllabic nuclei manifest a clear association with stress accent. Fully accented nuclei exhibit a relatively even 

distribution of vocalic identity with only a slight skew towards the front and central portions of the vowel space. 

Among unaccented nuclei, in contrast, vocalic segments are mostly positioned in the high-front and high-central 

regions of the articulatory space. 

One factor associated with this pattern pertains to vocalic duration. High vowels are generally much shorter than 

low- and mid-height vowels (Hitchcock and Greenberg, 2001), and there is a concomitant tendency for 

unaccented segments to be briefer than their accented counterparts (ibid). Segmental duration, vocalic identity 

(along with vocalic amplitude) appear to reflect a common set of parameters strongly linked to stress accent. 
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Moreover, the durational disparity between heavily accented and unaccented vowels is large; typically, the most 

heavily accented forms are two to three times longer than their unaccented counterparts. 

Syllable Onsets and Codas 
Stress accent affects syllable onsets and codas in very different ways. 

Most onset segments are quite stable (relative to the canonical dictionary form) across accent level. There is a 

considerably greater number of insertions in onset position than in nuclei or codas. The durational disparity 

between unaccented and heavily accented forms is considerable, though not quite as large as for vowels. 

The durational properties of phonetic segments (and syllables) are likely to reflect the information valence 

associated with lexical and sub-lexical units in the utterance, and are largely conditioned on stress accent. 

Codas are extremely sensitive to stress accent. 35% of coda segments are “deleted” (relative to the canonical 

form) in unaccented syllables, versus 15% for heavily accented forms. Interestingly, the durational disparity 

between heavily accented and unaccented forms is not nearly as large as among onset and nucleic constituents. 

Although there is a fairly even distribution of segments affiliated with anterior, central and posterior places of 

articulation in onset segments, nearly three-quarters of coda consonants are centrally articulated – mainly [t], [d] 

and [n]. These central (i.e., alveolar) segments are particularly prone to deletion, even in accented syllables. 

The Significance of Pronunciation Variation for Lexical Representation 
The overall pattern of pronunciation variation observed in the Switchboard corpus is incompatible with current 

models of spoken language used in automatic speech recognition systems. 

Onset segments behave very differently than coda forms as a function of stress accent, even for sounds 

associated with the same phonetic symbol. Coda segments are far more likely than onsets to either delete or 

permute into another segmental identity. Centrally articulated segments (particularly [t], [d] and [n]) are prone to 

deletion or permute into “flaps.” There is a strong relation between the vocalic identity of the nucleus and the 

central articulation of the coda. The second formant of front and central vowels is relatively high (1500-2200 

Hz), close to the “locus” of central segments articulated with complete occlusion ([t], [d] and [n]). Because of 

the close association of the second formant in both the nucleus and coda, a “deleted” coda segment may be 

signalled by a front or central vowel. The relative dearth of anterior and posterior articulations in coda (but not 

in onset) segments probably reflects this phenomenon. 

Such patterns of variation are inconsistent with a purely segmental organization of spoken language. Variation 

at the segmental level appears unsystematic and haphazard. Knowledge of segmental position within the 

syllable, as well as the associated stress accent level, is required to accurately predict patterns of pronunciation 

variation relative to the canonical form.  
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